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I CCP approves
I integration of
exchanges
By Our Staff Reporter

ISLAMABAD: The Competition Commission of Pakistan
(CCP) on Monday approved the merger of three exchanges
into Pakistan Stock Exchange (PSE) with the condition that
PSE will carry out the divestment of 40 per cent of its shares to
a strategic investor within one year of the date of integration.

The CCP has also said that the sale of 20pc PSE shares to
the public will also be carried out within the timelines speci-
fied, and that more than SOpc of the directors on the board
shall be independent and nominated/approved by the SECP.

Besides, the commission has stipulated that PSE will
establish an SME counter within one year to facilitate
smaller new companies to list on the exchange.

The CCP issued the detailed Phase II Review order,
approving the merger while imposing conditions to remedy
certain competition concerns.

The CCP has undertaken a' comprehensive competitive
analysis of the merger to determine if it substantially lessens
competition by creating or strengthening a dominant position.

The order provides that the market under scrutiny is the
'trading platform for the sale, purchase and exchange of
listed securities'. It further elaborates that an integral subset
of this rna rker is the broker-to-broker interaction.

The commission has taken a two-pronged approach to con-
sider both the horizontal and vertical effects of the merger.

With respect to the vertical effects, the CCP has held that
until the divestment of 40pc shares to a strategic investor is
carried out, the brokers transferring from Lahore and
Islamabad stock exchanges remain vulnerable to biased
treatment at the hands of KSE shareholders.

Another concern was the effect the merger might have on
Cc-ntral Depository Company and National Clearing Company
Pakistan Limited. With respect to horizontal effects, the com-
mission has found that: the integration will not lead to elimina-
tion of an important or effective competitor from the market.

The order stated that the unification of trading on one plat-
formwill instead improve the liquidity ofthe markets as a whole.

The order also said that the companies listed on the LSE
and ISE will be deemed listed on PSE upon its creation, with-
out any additional cost or regulatory requirements which
would create efficiencies. With regards to listing of new com-
panies, the commission observed that the SEep remains
responsible to ensure listing fees are not set arbitrarily and
to review any instances of unfair refusal.

The order was issued bya bench comprisedofCCl' Chairperson
Vadiyya Khalil, Member (Mergers and Acquisitions) Mueen
Batlay,Member (OFT and Advocacy)ShahzadAnsarandMember
(Carrels and Trade Abuse, and Legal) Ikram Ul Haque Qureshi.
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Our correspondent With respect to horizontal
effects, the commission has

ISLAMABAD:The Competition found that the integration of
Commission of Pakistan the exchanges will not lead to
(CCP) has issued detailed elimination of an important or
Phase II Review order in the effective competitor from the
matter of integration of Islam- market.
abad, Lahore, and Karachi The order states that the
Stock Exchanges, approving unification of trading on one
the merger while imposing platform will instead improve
conditions to remedy certain the liquidity of the markets as
competition concerns. a whole. In relation to how the

The order has been issued integration would affect the
by a bench comprised of listing of companies, the order
Vadiyya Khalil, Chairperson, finds that the companies listed
Mueen Batlay, Member (Merg- on the LSE and ISE will be
ers & Acquisitions), Shahzad deemed listed on PSE upon its
Ansar, Member (OFT and Ad- creation, without any addi-
vocacy), and Ikramul Haque tional cost or regulatory re-
Qureshi, Member (Cartels and quirements which would cre-
Trade Abuse, and Legal). ate efficiencies.

In its detailed judgment, With regards to listing of
the CCP has undertaken a new companies, the commis-
comprehensive competitive sion observed that Securities
analysis of the merger to deter- and Exchange Commission of
mine ifit substantially lessens=Pakistan (SECP) remains re-
competition by creating or' sponsible to ensure listing fees
strengthening a dominant posi- are not set arbitrarily and to
tion. review any instances of unfair

The order provides that the refusal to list a company.
market under scrutiny is the The order also considers
'trading platform for the sale, how entry into the market by
purchase and exchange of new stock exchanges will be
listed securities'. It further affected by this merger. It
elaborates that an integral sub- finds that there are no legal
set of this market is the broker barriers to entry at this stage,
to broker interaction. The and further that if at any time
commission has taken a two- in the post-merger scenario,
pronged approach to consider the commission finds the inte-
both the horizontal and verti- grated exchange to be engag-
cal effects of the merger on ing in abuse of its dominant
the market. position, it has the power to

With respect to the vertical penalise the undertaking and
effects, the commission has rectify such a situation under
held that until the divestment the provisions of Section 3 of
of 40% of the post-merger Pak- the Act. With regards to new
istan Stock Exchange's (PSE) entry by brokers, the order
shares to a strategic investor is ernphasises that the Base Min-
carried out, the brokers trans- imum Capital (BMC) require-
ferring from LSE and ISE re- ments to be set by SECP must
main vulnerable to biased not be onerous in comparison
treatment at the hands of KSE to the existing requirements
shareholders. Another concern and should be in line with in-
the commission has identified ternational best practices.
is the effect the merger might In view of the various effi-
have on Central Depository ciencies to be gained from the
Company (CD C) and National merger, the commission has
Clearing Company Pakistan held that the transaction will
Limited (NCCPL). not lead to a substantial less-

ening of competition. Never-
theless, the commission ob-
served some lesser competi-
tion concerns vis-a-vis
potential discrimination of
shareholder and non-share-
holder brokers, and listing of
new companies.

The merger has therefore
been approved subject to the
conditions that PSE will carry
out the divestment of 40 per-
cent of its shares to a strategic
investor within one year of the
date of integration; that the
sale of 20 percent of the shares
of PSE to the public will also
be carried out within the time-
lines specified, and that more
than 50 percent of the direc-
tors on the board of PSE shall
be independent and shall be
nominated/approved by SECP
until the divestment is made to
the strategic Investor. Further-
more/the commission has stip-
ulated that PSE will establish
an SME counter within one
year in order. to facilitate
smaller new companies.

The commission has also
recommended that SEep
should facilitate the entry of
new exchanges to the market
as and when it may be deemed
appropriate; that new financial
requirements being specified
in the Securities Brokers Reg-
ulations, 2015 must not be bur-
densome for existing brokers,
and that the Securities and Ex-
change Commission of Pak-
istan should ensure that any
new exchanges entering the
market are provided due ac-
cess to the clearing and settle-
ment functions, irrespective of
the shareholding of PSE in
CDC and NCCPL.

The Phase II Review has
been undertaken under Sec-
tion 11 of the Compet.ition Act,
2010. The commission is em-
powered to assess the effects
of the t.ransaction on the rele-
vant market after one year
from the date of the closing of
the transaction under Section
11(13) of the Act.
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.;", ',' By our correspondent \ sion finds t!le; .inte~rated ',!:lxt.!
. ' change to be engaging in abuse

"KARACHI: The Competition. of its dominant position, it has
Conunission of Pakistan (CCP) the power to penalise the under-
has approved integration of Is-_ taking and rectify such a situa-
lamabad, Lahore, and Karachi tion. , " " ';
stock exchanges, while imposing With regard to the new entry
conditions' to remedy certain by brokers, the order eri1phat
competition 'concerns' \, . ..,. sises thllfthe' BasE(MinimurU

The Pn~~ II Review order Capital (BMC) requirementsto
has been issuedby a bench, com- be set by the Securities and Ex-
prising Vadiyya Khalil, Chairper- change Commission of Pakistan
son, Mueen Batlay, Member (SECP)must not be onerous in
(Mergers & Acquisitions), comparison to the existing re-
Shahz&! Ansar, Member (OF!' &, quirements and should be in line
Advocacy), and Ikram Ul Haque; with the international best prac-
Qureshi,; MernberifCartels &, tices. ·:i!q~::..,.~";, ("!~:l'~'" ,r.
Trade Abuse, and Legal). The commission also high-
, According to the judgment, lighted some lesser competition
'the CCP has undertaken a com- . concerns vis-a-Vis potential dis-
prehensive competitive analysis crimination of shareholder and
of the merger to determine if it non-shareholder brokers and list-
substantially lessens competition ing'of new companies.
by creating 01: strengthening ~ The merger has .been ap-

f dominant position: ':,t, ': ',<1'>, proved subject to the conditions
I;" .Wlth respect to 'the vertical -that the PSE will carry out the di-
effects, the commission has held vestment of 40 percent, of its
that until the divestment of 40 shares to a strategic investor

tpercent.of the post-merger Pak- within a year of the date of inte-
istan Stock Exchange's (PSE) gration; that the sale Of 20 per-
shares to a strategic investor is cent of the shares of the PSE to
carried out, the brokers transfer- , the public,Will also he carried out
ring from the LSE and ISE re- within the .timelines specified,

, main vulnerable. to biased treat- and that more than 50 percent of
,mentat, ti:t~ hands: of the KSE the directors on the board of the,
shareholders. r '). ,/' J ' PSE twill be independent and ,

Another concern the com- would be nominated / approved
mission has identified is the ef- by the SECP until the divestment
fect the merger might have on is made to the strategic investor.
the Central Depository Company Furthermore, the commis-
CCDC) ana National Clearing sion has stipulated thar the PSE
Company of Pakistan Limited 'will establish an SMEcounter

, (NCCPLV"... i ;,,", ", ,. ' to, "'within'a year' iri order to facilitate
,.\'. ," 't it " .. _\.1, ,

, The commission has found smaller new companies to get
that the integration of the ex- listed on the exchange.
changes will not lead to elimina- The, CCP has also recom- ,
tion of an important or effective mended that the SECP should fa-
competitor from the market. '. cilitate the entry of new, ex:

The order states that the uni- changes to the market as and
fication of trading on one plat- when it may be deemed appro-:
form wil] instead improve the liq- priate, Moreover, the new finan-

, .'ui9ity\of the markets ,iIS awhole, cia! requirem~!lts being specified
, . "The CCP noted that the com- ., in the Securities Brokers Regula-
panies listed on the LSE and ISE tions, 2015 must rtot be burden-
will be 'deemed listed on the PSE some for the existing' brokers
upon its creation, without any and the SECP should ensure that
additional cost or regulatory re- any new exchanges entering the
quirements, which would create market are-provided due access
efficiencies. , to the clearing and settlement
il The GCP judgment also said l functions.urrespective of the

that if at'any time'in the post- shareholding of the PSE in CDC
.merger scenario, the commis- and NCCPL.' ' ,

'" "./ .'
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The Competition Commission of Pak-
istan(CCP) has issued the detailed Bhase
II Review order in the matter of integra-,
tion of Islamabad, Lahore, and Karachi
Stock Exchanges, approving the merger
while imposing conditions to remedy
certain competition concerns. The order
has been issued by a bench comprised of
Vadiyya Khalil, Chairperson, Mueen Bat-
lay, Member (Mergers & Acquisitions),
Shahzad Ansar, Member (0FT & Advoca-
cy), and Ikram Ul Haque Qureshi, Member
(Cartels & Trade Abuse, and Legal).

In its detailed judgment, CCP has un-
dertaken a comprehensive competitive
analysis of the merger to determine if it
substantially lessens competition by cre-
ating or strengthening a dominant posi-
tion. The order provides that the market
under scrutiny is the 'trading platform for
the sale, purchase and exchange of listed
securities'. It further elaborates that an in-
tegral subset of this market is the broker
to broker interaction. The Commission has
taken a two-pronged approach to consider
both the horizontal and vertical effects of
the merger on the market.

With respect to the vertical effects, the
Commission has held that until the di-
vestment of 40pc of the post-merger Pak-
istan Stock Exchange's (PSE) shares to a
strategic investor is carried out, the brokers
transferring from LSEand ISEremain vul-
nerable to biased treatment at the hands
of KSEshareholders. Another concern the
Commission has identified is the effect the
merger might have on Central Depository
Company (CDC) and National Clearing
Company Pakistan Limited (NCCPL).

With respect to horizontal effects, the
Commission has found that the integration
of the exchanges will not lead to elimina-
tion of an important or effective com-
petitor from the market. The order states
that the unification of trading on one
platform will instead improve the liquid-
ity of the markets as a whole. In relation

. to how the integration would affect the list-
ing of companies, the order finds that the
companies listed on the LSE and ISE will
be deemed listed on PSEupon its creation,
without any additional cost or regulato-
ry requirements which would create ef-
t1ciencies.
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sion has identified is the effect es that the: Base Minimum
the merger' on' Central Capital (BMC) requirements to

ISLAMABAD: The Depository Company (CDC) 'be set by SECP must not be
Competition Commission, of : and National Clearing Company, onerous in comparison to: the
Pakistan (CCP) has issued the Pakistan Limited (NCCPL). existing " requirements' , and
detailed Phase II Review order, With respect to horizontal should bein line with intema-
regarding the integration of' effects, L the commission has tional practices.j ',: ' ','-';

, Islamabad, Lahore, and Karachi , found that the' integration of, " In view' of the various effi-
Stock Exchanges, and approved' the exchanges would riot, lead , ciencies to be gained from, the

"the merger while imposing con: to elimination of an important merger, .the commission has
J ditions toremedy certain compe- .or effective competitor, from held that" the transaction would
tition concerns. the' market. The order. states not lead to a substantial lessen:

The order has been issued that the unification of'.trading/ ..ing _of competition.
by a bench comprising CCP on one platform would instead - Nevertheless, the commission
Chairperson Vadiyya-Khalil.. improve the liquidity' of the observed some lessercompeti-
Mergers and Acquisitions com: ' markets as a' ~hole. t. tion coIi.cerds.vfsoa~vis,p(;iential
mittee member Mueen Batlay.v: In relation .to howi~e' inte~:. discrunmation' of shareholder
OFT and Advocacy member' gration would affect the listing, and non-shareholder brokers,
Shahzad Ansar and Cartels and of companies: the order finds' 'and listing of new companies,
Trade Abuse, and Legal mem- that the companies listed on the 'The merger has therefore been
ber Ikramul Haque .Qureshi, , LSE and ISE would' be deemed approved subject to the condi-

In its detailed judgment;, listed on PSE upon its creation, tions that PSE will carry out the
CCP has undertaken a compre- without any additional cost or divestment of 40% of its shares I

hensive competitive, analysis 'of regulatory requirements, which to a strategic investor within I

the merger to determine, if it would create'efficiencies, With one.year of, the date of integra-
substantially lessens competi-:' regards to listing of new com- lion; that the sale of 20% of the
tion by creating or strengthen- panies, the commission shares of PSE to the public
ing a dominant position. observed that Securities and would also be carried out within

The order provides that the Exchange Commission of the timelines specified, and that
market under scrutiny is the Pakistan (SECP). remains more than 50% of the directors
'trading' platform for the sale, responsible to ensure that list- on the board of PSE Shall be
purchase and exchange of listed ing fees are' not set arbitrarily. independent and shall be ,Ilomi-
securities'. It further elaborates. and to reviewany instances of nated/approved by SECP. until
that an integral subset of this unfair refusal to list !\ company. ~ "the divestment is made to the
market is the broker-to-broker The' order ' also 'considers" strategic investor, Furthermore,
interaction. The commission how entry into the market, by', the commission has stipulated
has taken a two-pronged new stock exchanges, would be that PSE would establish an
approach to consider both the affected by this merger. It finds 5MB counter.within one year in
horizontal and vertical effects that there are no legal barriers to' order to facilitate smaller' new
of the merger on the market. entry at this stage, and further companies to list on the

With respect to the vertical that if at any time in the post- 'ex.change. '
effects, the commission has merger scenario, the cornmis- .The Phase II Review has
held that until the divestment of .sion finds the, integrated been undertaken under"Section
4()% of the post-merger Pakistan exchange to be engaging in 11 of the Competition Act,
Stock Exchange's (PSE) shares 'abuse of its dominant position, 2010. The commission is
to a strategic investor is carried it has the power topenalise the empowered to assess the effects
out, rhe brokers. transferring undertaking and rectify such a .of the transaction on the rele-
from LSE and ISE remain vul- situation under the provisions of -vant market after one year from
nerable to biased treatment at Section 3 of the Act. the date of the closing of the
the hands of KSE shareholders. With regards to 'new entry transaction under Section
Another' concern the commis-. , by brokers, the order emphasis- 11(13) of the Act.
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CCP issues detailed Phase II Review order
ISLAMABAD: The

Competition Commission of
Pakistan (CCP) has issued the
detailed Phase 1I Review order
in the matter of integration of
Islamabad, Lahore, and Karachi
Stock Exchanges, approving the
merger while imposing condi-
tions to remedy certain competi-
tion concerns. The order has
been issued by a bench com-
prised Vadiyya Khalil,
Chairperson, Mueen Batlay,
Member (Mergers &
Acquisitions), Shahzad Ansar,
Member (OFT & Advocacy),
and Ikrarn UI Haque Qureshi,
Member (Cartels & Trade
Abuse, and Legal).

In its detailed judgment, CCP
has undertaken a comprehen-
sive cornpeti ive analysis of the
merger to determine if it sub-
stantially lessens competition by
creating or strengthening a
dominant position. The order
provides that the market under
scrutiny is the "trading platform
for the sale, purchase and
exchange of listed securities."

It further elaborates that an
integral subset of this market is
the broker to broker interaction.

The Commission has taken a
two-pronged approach to con-
sider both the horizontal and
vertical effects of the mer~er on
the market.

With respect to the vertical
effects, the Commission has held
that until the divestment of 40%
of the post-merger Pakistan
Stock Exchange's (PSE) shares
to a strategic investor is carried
out, the brokers transferring from
LSE and ISE remain vulnerable
to biased treatment at the hands
of KSE shareholders. Another
concern the Commission has
identified is the effect the merger
might have on Central
Depository Company (CDC)
and National Clearing Company
Pakistan Limited (NCCPL).

With respect to horizontal
effects, the Commission has
found that the integration of the
exchanges will not lead to elim-
ination ~of an important oreffec-
rive competitor from the market.
The order states that the unifica-
tion of trading on one platform
will instead improve the liquidi-
ty of the markets as a whole. In
r~lation to how the integration
would affect the listing of com-

panies, the order finds that the Base Minimum Capital (BMC)
companies listed on LSE and requirements to be set by SECP
ISE will be deemed listed on must not be onerous in compari-
PSE upon its creation, without son to the existing requirements
any additional cost or regulatory and should be in line with inter-
requirements which would ere- national best practices.
ate efficiencies. With regards to In view of the various effi-
Iisting of new companies, the ciencies to be gained from the
Commission observed that merger, the Commission has
Securities and Exchange held that the transaction will not
Commission of Pakistan lead to a substantial lessening of
(SECP) remains responsible to competition. Nevertheless, the
ensure listing fees are not set Commission observed some
arbitrari 11' and to review any lesser competition concerns vis-
instances of unfair refusal to list a-vis potential discrimination of
a company. shareholder and non-sharehold-

The order also considers how cr brokers, and listing of new
entry into the market by new companies.
stock exchanges will be affected The merger has therefore
by this merger. It finds that been approved subject to the
there are no legal barriers to . conditions that PSE will carry
entry at this stage, and further out the divestment of 40% of its
that if at any time in the post- shares to a strategic investor
merger scenario, the within one year of the date of
Commission finds the integrat- integration; that the sale of 20%
ed exchange to be engaging in of the shares of PSE to the pub-
abuse of its dominant position, lic will also be carried out with-
it has the power to penalize the in the timelines specified, and
undertaking and rectify such a that more than fifty-percent of
situation under the provisions of the directors on the board of
Section 3 of the Act. With PSE shall be independent and
regards to new entry by brokers, shall be nominated/approved by
the order emphasizes that the SEep until the divestment is

made to the strategic investor.
Furthermore, the Commission
has stipulated that PSE will
establish an SME counter with-
in one year in order to facilitate
smaller new companies to list
on the exchange.

The Commission has also rec-
ommended that SECP should
facilitate the entry of new
exchanges to the market as and
when it may be deemed appro-
priate; that new financial
requirements being specified in
the Securities Brokers
Regulations, 2015 must not be
burdensome for existing bro-
kers, and that SECP should
ensure that any new exchanges
entering the market are provid-
ed due access to the clearing
and settlement functions, irre-
spective of the shareholding of
PSE in CDC and NCCPL.

The Phase II Review has been
undertaken under Section I I of
the Competition Act, 2010. The
Commission is empowered to I
assess the effects of the transac-
tion on the relevant market after
one year from the date of the
closing of the transaction under
Section 11(13) of the Act.-PR
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mission observed some lesser competition con-
cerns vis- ... -vis potential discrimination of share-
holder and non-shareholder brokers, and listing
of new companies. The merger has therefore been
approved subject to the conditions that PSE will
carry out the divestment of 40 percent of its shares
to a strategic investor within one year of the date of
integration; that the sale of 20 percent of the shares
of PSE to the public will also be carried out within
the time lines specified. More than fifty-percent of
the directors on the board of PSE shall be indepen-
dent and shall be nominated/approved by SECP until
the divestment is made to the strategic investor.

Furthermore, the Commission has stipulated
that PSE will establish an SME counter within one
year in order to facilitate smaller new companies to
list on the exchange. The Commission has also
recommended that SECP should facilitate the en-
try of new exchanges to the market as and when it
may be deemed appropriate; that new financial re-
quirements being speci fied in the Securities Bro-
kers Regulations,20 15 must not be burdensome
for existing brokers.

approves integration of stock exchanges
STAFF Rr-:rORTER

ISLAMAIlAD- The Competition Commission of Pa-
kistan (CCP) has issued the detailed Phase II Re-
view order in the matter of integration of Islamabad,
Lahore and Karachi Stock Exchanges, approving
the merger .while imposing conditions to remedy
certain competition concerns. A statement issued
bv CCP here Mondav said the order has been is-
sued by a bench comprised of Chairperson CCO,
Vadiyya Khalil, Mueen Batlay, Member Mergers and
Acquisitions, Shahzad Ansar, Member OFT and
Advocacy and lkrarn UI Haque Qureshi, Member
Cartels and Trade Abuse, and Leaal,

In its detailed iudzment, CCP-has undertaken a
comprehensive competitive analysis of the merger
to determine if it substantially lessens competition
by creating or strengthening a dominant position.
The order provides that the market under scrutiny
is the 'trading platform for the sale, purchase and
exchange of- I isted securities'. It further elaborates
that an intezral subset of this market is the broker to
'broker interaction. The Commission has taken a two-

pronged approach to consider both the horizontal
and vertical effects of the merger OIl the market."
With respect to the vertical effects, the Commis-
sion has held that until the divestment of 40 percent
of the post-merger Pakistan Stock Exchange's (PSE)
shares to a stratczic investor is' carried out. the bro-
kers transferring: -from LSE and ISE remain vulner-
able to biased treatment at the hands of KSE share-
holders. Another concern the Commission has iden-
tified is the effect the merger might have on Central
Depository Company (CDC) and National Clearing
Company Pakistan Limited (NCCPL).

With respect to horizontal effects, the Com-
mission has found that the integration of the ex-
changes will not lead to elimination of an impor-
tant or effective competitor from the market. The
order states that the unification of trading on one
platform will instead improve the liquidity of the
markets as a whole. In relation to how the integra-
tion would affect the listing of companies, the-or-
der finds that the companies listed on the LSE and'
ISE will be deemed listed on PSE upon its creation,
without any additional cost or regulatory require-

rnents, which would create efficiencies. With re-
gards to listing of new companies, the Commission
observed that Securities and Exchange Cornm ission
of Pakistan (SECP) remains responsible to ensure list-
ing fees are not set arbitrarily and to review any in-
stances of unfair refusal to list a company. The order
also considers how entry into the market by new stock
exchanges will be affected by this merger. It finds that
there are no legal barriers to entry at this stage. Further
that if at any time in the post-merger scenario, the
Commission finds the integrated exchange to be en-
gaging in abuse of its dominant position, it has the
power to penalize the undertaking and rectify such a
situation under the provisions of Section 3 of the Act.

With regards to new entry by brokers, the or-
der emphasizes that the Base Minimum Capital
(BMC) requirements to be set by SECP must not
be onerous in comparison to the existing require-
ments and should be in line with international best
practices. In view of the various efficiencies to be
gained from the merger, the Commission has held
that the transaction will not lead to a substantial
lessening of competition. Nevertheless, the Com-
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The Competition Commission of Pak-
istan (CCP) has issued the detailed
Phase II Review order in the matter of
integration of Islamabad, Lahore, and
Karachi Stock Exchanges, approving
the merger while imposing conditions
to remedy certain competition con-
cerns.

The order was issued by a bench
comprised of Chairperson Vadiyya
Khalil, Mergers and Acquisitions Mem-
ber Mueen Batlay, OFT and Advocacy
Member Shahzad Ansar and Cartels,
Trade Abuse and Legal Member Ikra-
mul Haque Qureshi.

In its detailed judgment, CCP has
undertaken a comprehensive competi-
tive analysis of the merger to determine
if it substantially lessens competition by
creating or strengthening a dominant
position. The order provides that the
market under scrutiny is the 'trading
platform for the sale, purchase and ex-
change of listed securities'. It further
elaborates that an integral subset ofthis
market is the broker to broker interac-
tion. The Commission has taken a two-
pronged approach to consider both the
horizontal and vertical effects of the
merger on the market.

With respect to the vertical effects,
the Commission has held that until the
divestment of 40% of the post-merger
Pakistan Stock Exchange's (PSE)
shares to a strategic investor is carried
out, the brokers transferring from LSE
and ISE remain vulnerable to biased
treatment at the hands of KSE share-
holders. Another concern the Commis-
sion has identified is lt-te effect the
merger might have on Central Deposi-
tory Company (CDC) and National
Clearing Company Pakistan Limited
(NCCPL).

With respect to horizontal effects,
the Commission has found that the in-
tegration of the exchanges will not lead
to elimination of an important or effec-
tive competitor from the market. The
order states that the unification of trad-
ing on one platform will instead im-
prove the liquidity of the markets as a
whole. In relation to how the integra-
tion would affect the listing of compa-
nies, the order finds that the oompanies
listed on the LSE and ISE will be
deemed listed on PSE upon its creation,
without any additional cost or regula-
tory requirements which would create
efficiencies. With regards to listing of
new companies, the Commission ob-
served that Securities and Exchange
Commission of Pakistan (SECP) re-
mains responsible to ensure listing fees
are not set arbitrarily and to review any
instances of unfair refusal to list a com-
pany.

The order also considers how..entry
into the market by new stock exchanges
will be affected by this merger. It finds
that there are no legal barriers to entry
at this stage, and further that if at any
time in the post-merger scenario, the
Commission finds the integrated ex-
change to be engaging in abuse of its
dominant position, it has the power to
penalize the undertaking and rectify
such a situation under the provisions of
Section 3 of the Act. With regards to
new entry by brokers, the order empha-
sizes that the Base Minimum Capital
(BMC) requirements to be set by SECP
must not be onerous in comparison to
the existing requirements and should be
in line with international best practices.

In view of the various efficiencies
to be gained from the merger, the Com-
mission has held that the transaction
will not lead to a substantial lessening
of competition. Nevertheless, the Com-
mission observed some lesser competi-

tion concerns vis-a-vis potential dis-
crimination of shareholder and non-
shareholder brokers and listing of new
companies. The merger has therefore
been approved subject to the conditions
that PSE will carry out the divestment
of 40% of its shares to a strategic in-
vestor within one year of the date of in-
tegration; that the sale of 20% of the
shares ofPSE to the public will also be
carried out within the timelines speci-
fied and that more than fifty per cent of
the directors on the board of PSE shall
be independent and shall be nomi-
nated/approved by SECP until the di-
vestment is made to the strategic
investor. Furthermore, the Commission
has stipulated that PSE will establish an
SME counter within one year in order
to facilitate smaller new companies to
list on the exchange.

The Commission has also recom-
mended that SECP should facilitate the
entry of new exchanges to the market as
and when it may be deemed appropriate;
that new financial requirements being
specified in the Securities Brokers Reg-
ulations, 2015 must not be burdensome
for existing brokers and that SECP
should ensure that any new exchanges
entering the market are provided due ac-
cess to the clearing and settlement func-
tions, irrespective of the shareholding of
PSE in CDC and NCCPL.

The Phase II Review has been un-
dertaken under Section II of the Com-
petition Act, 2010. The Commission is
empowered to assess the effects of the
transaction on the relevant market after
one year from the date of the closing of
the transaction under Section II (13) of
the Act.
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